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A new control method needs to be discovered to control
the robots to walk in a stable manner.
Second, the current structural designs are not proven
to be optimal, and it will never be proven to be optimal
because control methods are generally designed assuming
specific hardware. What we wish to attain is to optimize
both morphology and control at the same time, so that it
is optimized for the walking behavior, instead of optimizing the walking behavior for a given hardware. This is
important for open evolution of robotics system, such as
OpenPINO.
Our position is to learn from evolution of living systems
on how they have developed morphology and control
systems at the same time. Optimum structures of robots
can be designed when the suitable components and locomotions for the robots are selected appropriately through
evolution.
An artificial life is one of the answers. Sims [5] generated robots that can walk, jump and swim in computer
simulation. He also generated virtual creatures which compete with each other to obtain one resource [6]. However,
all of them do not consider how to construct practical
robots.
On the other hand, evolutionary method has been tried
to apply them to practical robots. Lipson [7] adopted
the rapid prototyping to produce the creatures that were
generated in three-dimensional virtual space. Hornby [8]
made use of L-system in order to evolve three-dimensional
robot, and implement real robots referring to the solutions
of this calculation. However, all of them are far from
practical robots. Although Paul [9] coevolutes morphlogy
and walking pattern of biped walking robot, characteristics
of materials are not considered clearly.
Until now, we have developed the method for designing
the morphology and walking pattern of biped walking
robots [10]. In this paper, we compare and evaluate the

Abstract— In this paper, evolutionary designing method
of a bi-ped walking robot is proposed and evaluated in
comparison with traditional manner. Usually, the structure
and control system of robot have been designed separately.
Therefore, the structure is given in advance when the control
system is developed. This results in a great deal of trial-anderrors. On the other hand, evolutionary designing method
carries out these operations simultaneously. Two calculations
are conducted of which morphologies are changed (evolutionary designing method) and not changed (traditional manner)
during the evolution.
As a result, almost the same number of pareto optimal
solutions are emerged. However, solutions generated with
evolutionary designing method obtain higher fitnesses than
the others. This means that evolutionary designing method
could be powerful and efficient method for the real robot.

I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, robot systems have been utilized in factories for high-precision routine operations. In recent years,
a lot of robots have been developed which are directly
related to human lives such as Sony’s AIBO. Especially,
human-like robots, or humanoids, are of particular interests because of its visual appearance and less need to
modify environment since robots have the same degree of
freedom as humans to fit into our living space. Numbers of
humanoid robots have been developed aiming at possible
deployment for office and home [1],[2]. However, all
of these humanoids require expensive components and
extensive time in order to design and implement them.
There are several interesting issues about humanoid
robot. First, one of the challenges is to identify methods to
control such robots to walk and behave in a stable manner
by overcoming lack of torque and non-trivial backrush,
because only cheap servo modules for radio-controlled
toys are used to lower the cost. Assuming the current
structural design of PINO[3], the use of traditional ZMPcompensation method did not fits well as it requires sufficient torque and precision to stably control the robot[4].
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can be changed from -2.45 Nm to 2.45 Nm reflecting the
real robots. The joint 3 and 8 have a range of motions
between 0 and  and the other joints move between
 and , respectively. Densities of the leg links and
the upper body are 3.14kg/m and 4.55kg/m, respectively,
and the length of one leg is 0.28m. These parameters
are constant though the lengths of upper body, upper and
lower limbs of the robot change in the process of GA.
The basic locomotion of biped walking is emerged with
this simple model.
At the second step, we assume that the robot is composed of the servo modules S5301 with metal gears
from Futaba, which can be obtained easily. This threedimensional robot is composed of 6 servo modules, as
shown in Fig. 2. the geometry of each modules (x  , z ,
 ) as shown in Fig. 2 is emerged during the evolution,
with the height of hip is constant at 0.28m. In fact,
there are some robots composed of similar servo modules
such as morph [11]. Morph is a humanoid robot which
has high-range of motion, and can perform acrobatic
behavior. Arrangement of servo modules of morph is
well considered so that they do not disturb any motion.
However, it has taken a long time to develop this robot.
With our method, such a long time is not needed for the
best arrangement of servo modules.
The characteristics of servo modules are considered in
the dynamic simulation so that the generated robot is close
to the real robot. Moreover, the system identification is
conducted in advance and these parameters are used in
the dynamic simulation because these modules have the
PD control system inside. Driving torque of each joint
can be changed from -2.45 Nm to 2.45 Nm. The detailed
model of morphology can be obtained with this model.
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solution of our method with one that was generated under
the condition that morphology is given in advance, or
traditional manner.
II. E VOLUTIONARY D ESIGNING M ETHOD
In this section, we explain the morphology, controller
and so on which are dealt with in the evolutionary designing method.
A. Morphology
Humanoid robots are composed of large numbers of
components such as sensors, actuators and so on. It is
difficult to consider the optimal choice for all of them
simultaneously. Moreover, it is also difficult to obtain
biped walking because it is an advanced locomotion. In
order to develop the basic method for generating both of
morphology and controller, at first, the simple models are
needed for the dynamic simulation. Therefore, two step
GA is adopted for this method. For the first step, simple
model is used to obtain basic walking pattern, and for the
second step, a more detailed model is used to obtain the
detailed structure of robot and its suitable walking pattern.
The multi-link model of robot as shown in Fig. 1 is used
at the first step. This three-dimensional robot is composed
of 11 links for body and legs, and two plates for each
foot. The length of five links for upper body, upper and
lower limbs change during the evolution, though the total
length of all links is constant. Joints are numbered as joint
1 to 10 as shown in Fig. 1. Driving torque of each joint

B. Controller
A lot of research has been comducted about generating
the locomotion of artificial lives or robots using neural
network and evolutionary computation[12][13]. However,
these methods result in too large size of chromosomes to
generate valid solution considering both morphology and
locomotion simultaneously. Moreover we have to take the
velocity of all joints and external force from the ground in
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account in order to control the robots. In the biomechanics
field, pattern generators are often used for generating the
walking pattern of humans because the bi-ped walking is
a periodical and symmetrical motion, and the structure of
the control system can be decided in advance. Until now,
many studies of neural oscillators have been conducted.
The control system composed of neural oscillators can
generate the rhythm for the bi-ped walking. Unlike the
recurrent neural network, the length of chromosome are
not so long. However, any application for the real robots
has not been accomplished. Our goal is to propose the
designing method that can generate detail structure and
controller of bi-ped humanoid robot.
The structure of control system is decided according to
the basic locomotion of bi-ped walking as shown in Fig. 3.
Hf and He are neurons for the hip joints. Kf and Ke are
neuron for knees. The action of each neuron is expressed
as follows,
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Initial angle of   and velocity  ,  are decoded from
chromosomes. When the dynamic simulation begins, the
controller starts to work and generate driving torque at the
each joint. The only robots with controller that generates
the rhythm for walking can keep walking. If the knee, hip
and other parts of the robot’s body get in contact with
the ground or the motion of robot continues to stay at the
same place for 0.5 s, simulation is finished and next one
begins in order to avoid wasting the time.
Dynamic simulation is conducted for 5s per a robot.
the movement of robots resulting from their interaction
with the environment. Motions of the robot are calculated
by the forth order Runge-Kutta method. One time step is
0.1ms. Contact response with the ground of the links is
calculated with a hybrid model using spring and damper
under the influence of friction and gravity. The friction is
large enough so that the robots do not slip while they are
walking.

(1)
(2)

(3)
    ´ µ
where
 is a feedback signal from the body of robot
such as the angle of each joint or external force of the feet,
 is the inner state of the th neuron,  is the variable
representing the degree of the adaptation or self-inhibition
effect of the th neuron, ¼ is an external input with a
constant rate,  is the connecting weight, and   and ¼
are time constants of the inner state and the adaptation
effect, respectively. The neuron at the center of Fig. 3 is
for joint 1, 5, 6, and 10, which generates a sine wave. In
the white circle in Fig. 3, the desired trajectory of each
joint is given by the following equation,
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D. Evolutionary Computation
GA is a method for optimization based on the evolution
of creatures. GA has been used for various complicated
problems[14]. In this paper, a fixed length genetic algorithm is used to evolve the controllers and morphologies.
Each chromosome includes the information of initial angle, velocity, length of each link and weights of each neuron in control systems. Here, we use the GA which deals
with real number from 0 to 1. Robots with low-fitness
are eliminated by selection, and new robots are produced
using crossover and mutation. Then, their morphologies
and controller are generated from generation to generation,
and finally, converges to a reasonably optimal solution.
Crossover is the operation to create new children in the
next generation from parents selected due to their fitness.
Here, BLX- [15] is used as the crossover for real number
GA. BLX- is useful to generate the walking pattern
because this crossover can explore the best solution more
certainly in the middle or latter of calculation, that is to
say, this method can adjust the walking pattern in detail.

(4)

where,  is the desired trajectory and   is the gain for
the joint  . The desired trajectory of joint is given from
the output of neurons. Thus, the driving torque of each
joint is given by controlling the angle of joints to desired
trajectory with the PD control. The gains of PD controller
and maximum driving torque are given from the system
identification of servo modules. The plates of each leg
are kept parallel to the ground. This method is often used
for bi-ped humanoid robot in order to make the problem
simple.
C. Simulation
The environment which robots walk on is a flat ground.
When the dynamic simulation starts, the posture of the
robot is in the state of the initial position as show in Fig. 4.
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Commonly, structures and controller of robots are
designed separately. If the morphology and locomotion
are designed simultaneously like creatures, much better
solutions can be explored in a much wider solution space
than the traditional manner. In this paper, two calculations
are conducted of which morphologies are changed (Evolutionary designing method) and not changed (traditional
manner) during the evolution respectively. The structure of
PINO is used as a fixed morphology as shown in Fig.5.
Each calculation is conducted under the same condition
except for morphology.

(9)

where, 
donates the anglar velocity of the upper
body against the absolute coordinate.

IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
A. Results of Non-Fixed Model

TABLE I

The calculation for non-fixed morphology has conducted. At the end of the first step, morphology and
walking pattern as shown in Fig.6 is emerged. The basic
walking pattern is emerged in which the robot lifts one
leg up, brings it forward and lifts another leg up when
the swing leg gets in contact with the ground. This robot

GA PARAMETERS
population size
generation
crossover ratio
mutation ratio

walking pattern of the best robot

III. E VALUATION

is used, where  is the distance of the center of mass of
robots from the initial point. With this function, robots are
evaluated simply by the distance that robot walks.
At the second step, robot design is taken as multi
optimal problem and two fitness functions are used. One
is the same function as the first step, equation (8), and the
other is



fixed model of morphology

(7)



where  donates the gaussian deviates. This operation
also works without changing the total length of chromosomes. With these operations, the only robots with large
fitness can survive.
Moreover we use the elite preservation strategy at the
same time. These method and condition is used at the
first and second step.The parameters of GA is as shown
in Table 1.
Through the first step of evolution, only walking distance of all robots are evaluated. As the fitness function
of the first step,

¾ 

x

(5)
(6)

where ½  ½½    ½  and ¾  ¾½    ¾  are
parents, ½  ½½    ½  and ¾  ¾½    ¾  are
children, and     is the uniform deviates from to
 . Here  is set to 0.05. In this way, the length of total
chromosomes does not change. Selection is operated due
to finesses of the robots. The larger the fitness is, the
easier the robot is selected. Mutation is the operation to
change the part of some chromosomes of robots selected
randomly. When mutation occurs to   , the new factor  
is given as follows:
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walking pattern of the not-fixed model

Fig. 8.

always walks with knees kept straight. This combination
is the best solution for these models because morphology
and walking pattern are designed simultaneously, though
this manner is very different from humans’. This robot is
included in the first population of the second step.
The walking pattern and morphology as shown in Fig.7
is generated after the second step GA. In the first step,
the basic biped walking pattern is generated. In this step,
both the detailed model of morphology and waling pattern
for it are generated simultaneously. Therefore, this result
is a valid solution if we assume the robot is composed
of the servo modules. It took a very long time for the
best arrangement of servo modules for morph because the
design of the robot mainly depends on the experience of
the designer. With our method, the optimal arrangement
for the fitness function can be obtained easily and quickly.

walking pattern of fixed model

efficiently with the swinging leg bended. Secondly, this
robot walks only on the flat ground through the evolution.
If the ground has some slope, or if he shape is not flat,
robots cannot walk with this manner. This is the problem
on the environment that robots walk on in the dynamic
simulation. Finally, the other evaluations such as efficiency
of walking and so on, are not considered through the
evolution process. In the future, these problems should
be cleared.
All pareto optimal solutions at the final generation of
both calculations are shown in Fig.9. In this paper, walking
distance and stability of upper body are evaluated as
showin in equation (8) and (9). The non-fixed model are
superior to the fixed model in two evaluations. This means
that this method can generate much better robots than
PINO. In fact, PINO, at first, is designed by beginner and a
lot of times of trial-and-errors are needed, because it needs
high technology to develop the biped walking robots.
Moreover, PINO is composed of off-the-shelf components.
Therefore, it is more difficult to develop PINO than usual
biped walking robots composed of expensive materials. In
other words, arrangement of components is important to
control PINO. Our method can be useful for the design
of robots, especially robots with rigid conditions like
PINO because it optimizes control system as well as
morphology. It means that evolutionary designing method
could be a powerful method for any real robot.

B. Results of Fixed Model
The calculation for fixed morphology is conducted
under the same condition as not-fixed model. Similar link
robot is emerged, and included in the first generation of
the second step. After the second step, walking pattern
of preferred solution as shown in Fig.8 is emerged. This
robot also walk with knees kept straight as well similar to
the result of the not-fixed model.
C. Discussions
Both walking patterns are similar to each other, for both
robots walks with knees kept straight. There are three
possible reasons. The first reason is because robot has
low compliance at all joints because of PD controller.
Humans have high compliant joints and make use of this
compliance to walk passively. Therefore, humans walk

Moreover, this method can be applied to any types of
robots. In the future, we’ll develop libraries of various
components for robots, and implements the real robots.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a method for co-evolving morphology
and controller of bi-ped humanoid robots is suggested
and evaluated in comparison with traditional method. We
propose an evolutionary designing method that enables
that co-evolution of morphology and control. Moreover,
the detailed structure and walking pattern are obtained
using the model considering the characteristics of the
servo modules. Finally, it is confirmed that evolutionary
designing method could be one method for the real robot.
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